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South Korea's abandoned airports

Yangyang International is an airport looking for a reason to exist. Built on South Korea's east coast just seven years ago, you won't find any delays or long ... 
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South Korea's abandoned airports



By John Sudworth BBC News, Seoul The BBC's John Sudworth went to visit South Korea's Yangyang airport Yangyang International is an airport looking for a reason to exist. Built on South Korea's east coast just seven years ago, you won't find any delays or long queues here. In fact, you won't find any passengers at all. The initial vision could not have been more different. Up to three million people a year were meant to throng the gleaming floors of the departure and arrival halls, built at a cost of almost $400m (£260m). But last year an average of just 26 passengers a day came through the doors, vastly outnumbered by the 146 airport staff on hand to serve them. In November the last commercial flight took off, and the terminal became what the Korean national press has dubbed a "ghost airport", an impressive monument to overestimated demand. But it is not an isolated example. Empty spaces In fact, if there was to be an award for the world's quietest international airports, South Korea would surely be one of the favourites. At the other end of the country from Yangyang, way down in the southwest, is the even newer Muan International Airport. It opened less than two years ago, and although a handful of flights do at least land there, the terminal is struggling. Built amidst the surrounding onion fields, it looks an unlikely spot for a thriving airport, and the scene inside is, once again, one of empty check-in desks and empty spaces. Figures for last year show passenger levels at less than 3% of capacity. "It might be better if it was used a bit more," said one passenger I spoke to, part of a group of Korean tourists preparing to catch one of only two flights leaving that day. "But having said that," she added, "it is nice to come to an airport that isn't busy for a change." Vanishing demand As elsewhere, the project was meant to be a boost for the local economy, bringing in visitors, and connecting the local economy with the wider



Politicians, in order to gain votes, promise their constituents an airport Choi In-wook Korean Citizens Action Network



Yanyang airport was built at a cost of almost $400m
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Airports 

the apron but should be kept as level as drainage requirements permit. On an aircraft stand the ..... Ticket lobby ..... band and the pavement quality concrete thickness is then read .... gives flexible pavement design charts for the same aircraft.
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Full Employment Abandoned .fr 

most advanced Western nations maintained very low levels of unemploy- ment, typically ..... Second, as a matter of national accounting, the federal government deficit (surplus) .... In this context,. The full employment framework and its demise. 21 .
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Airports of Thailand (AOT) - SLIDEBLAST.COM 

16 fÃ©vr. 2015 - Hence, the EBITDA margin declined both YoY and QoQ. Expect 2QFY15E earnings to improve QoQ. We believe AOT's earnings will improve ...
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Liasse fiscale VINCI AIRPORTS 

AK. Avances et acomptes sur immobilisations incorporelles. AL. AM. Terrains. AN. AO. Constructions. AP. AQ ... 2 262 765 335. 543 395. 2 262 221 940 ...
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Rapport d'activité VINCI Airports 2014 

Désignation en tant que concessionnaire pressenti en 2014 et entrée en vigueur au 1er avril 2015. ** En partenariat avec la CCI de Rennes et la CCI de Saint-Malo Fougères. P résence dans le m onde. 04. 05 ...... 00. 21. VINCI Airports. 12, rue Louis 
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rehabilitating abandoned mines in canada - National Orphaned ... 

Table of Contents ..... cooperation exists, it requires both parties to come to the table with long-term ...... area is an active and vibrant residential community.
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Abandoned Asteroid Jinathik - Star Wars Sith 

Dec 9, 2006 - Reactor Room Door. At the far side of the hangar lies the reactor room door. ..... light torches in the night drawing the hungry Mynocks. They will land on the .... not comply, Fiver launches his last all-out desperate deception.
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rehabilitating abandoned mines in canada - National Orphaned ... 

collectivités, l'industrie minière et les gouvernements. Seules les ... flux de recettes existants découlant de l'activité minière, dans un compte consacré aux mines.
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The Abandoned Asteroid - Star Wars Sith 

can pick off, the playing field should be narrowed to one or two really good pilots. Suddenly, these two ... As you look around the area, you can tell that the room you are in is big. There are ... I can't put my finger on it. ..... There are. 10 ASP
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South America - TeacherLINK 

San Carlos de. Bariloche. San Miguel de TucumÃ¡n. Santa. Fe. Ushuaia. Cochabamba. PotosÃ. Santa. Cruz. Sucre. Trinidad. AracajÃº. BelÃ©m. Belo. Horizonte.
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harmon valley south presentation 
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south pool harriers 

1.10 Mixed Open. (Winners Only) ............ 11st7lb. ANOLYSSE MORINIERE (FR) ... ASK LAUNA ESME (IRE). BUY ME OUT. DEISE GOLD (IRE). GOLD RELIEF.
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OF THE SOUTH- WEST 

French, Belgian, and German importers to sell quantities of the plants sent by ... ural haunts, the cacti survive only under very precise condi- tions and when ...
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South American Sketches 

South American Sketches for brass band ( (2012 — c. 8'). &. #. 3 .... CH-1674 Vuarmarens, Switzerland. +41 (0)21 909 1000 (Phone) - +41 (0)21 909 1009 (Fax).
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South Asian Archaeology 2007 

Cover image: Sculpture from Butkara I (Swat, Pakistan), inv. no. B 6000 ..... 10 Agnihotri, G.K., Secretary Archaeological Musem Kannauj, in 'A short History of ...
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202SLB - One South Wacker 

A heater has hot and arcing or sparking parts inside. Do not use it in areas ... This heater is provided with a tip over switch that will dis- connect power to the ...
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South West London .fr 

New Malden. Contact No: 07856746252, 07801556620. Tolworth Girls College. Fullers Way North. Surbiton. KT6 7LQ. Stoneleigh Amman Temple. Dell Lane.
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south dorset AWS 

4 fÃ©vr. 2018 - DRAGON DE LA TOUR (FR). DUALLA (IRE). FAZAKERLEY (IRE). GAYATRI. GRACIOUS PRINCE (IRE). IMOGENS THUNDER (IRE). KILCREA BRIDGE. LIZZIE THE LEOPARD. MOTHERS REST. OHBABY (IRE). PORT NAVAS (IRE). RADDON TOP (IRE). REDIYA (IRE). RED RASCA
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Colline Rusiga South (2171m) 

Videos : http://www.tourdurwanda.rw/Videos/Stage-3-Tour-du-Rwanda-2015-Kigali-Musanze-Igice-cya-I · https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x4ZYdmmINfw ...
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Demography - Statistics South Africa 

Migration, Internal â€“ KwaZulu-Natal (South Africa). 9. Emigration and Immigration â€“ KwaZulu-Natal (South Africa). 10. Crime Statistics â€“ KwaZulu-Natal (South ...... municipality. Major towns. Population. Mtubatuba. KwaMsane, Mtubatuba. 35 215. 
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Information about South Africa 

The languages spoken in South Africa and mentioned in the Constitution are the Khoi, Nama ... Tamil, Telegu and Urdu. ... Though English is the language of.
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South Africa - Antoine Lefebvre 

This step remains a gap in the GIS data base of viticul- tural â€œterroirâ€� studies. ... In our application, we first performed a segmentation of the image assuming that ...
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Information about South Africa 

This document is a map, the one of South Africa. It is bordered by the Indian Ocean in the south east and the Atlantic Ocean in the south west. It is composed of ...
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South Vietnamese Soldiers - aejjr 

Aug 18, 2016 - war cemeteries, will one day be grateful to find this part of its history ... continued to receive massive support from the Soviet Union and China.
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